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Trust and Security in the Future Internet: Setting the Context

Executive Summary
Summary of Process
The initial materials for the trust and security roadmap were gathered at three meetings
organised in Effectsplus: (a) the Open Communications Event (01/02/2011), (b) the Tech‐
nical Cluster meeting (29/03/2011), and (c) the Technical Cluster meeting (04/07/2011). At
each of these events, the WP4 participants, Nick Wainwright and Nick Papanikolaou (HP)
organised dedicated roadmapping sessions to gather inputs and validate results from earlier
sessions. The structure of the sessions involved a presentation of the community’s view of
trust and security, followed by an interactive discussion of core topics.
The results of our analysis were processed, written up and circulated in the European re‐
search community of trust and security projects. The final version was presented at the Fu‐
ture Internet Assembly in Poznan (24‐28/10/2011).

Summary of Findings of the Trust and Security
Roadmap
The trust and security research roadmap1 was organised into four major headings, grouping
together the different findings from the events mentioned in the previous section. The first
part of the roadmap presents changes that the community believes will affect the trust and
security requirements for the Future Internet. These changes include differences in the way
end users will use the Internet, as well as differences in the way business will be conducted
over the Internet; also, there will be significant changes in the way society relies on the In‐
ternet, and these have significant implications for trust and security technologies.
Changes that will affect end users include issues such as the following. Clearly there are in‐
creasing usage scenarios for the Internet, including many that were largely unforeseen; so‐
cial networking is an example of a now widely used technology that has changed the way in
which people communicate and share information. People’s attitudes are rapidly evolving
and perceptions about privacy are shifting – namely, people seem to be more comfortable
sharing details of their lives online. The pervasiveness of the Internet in our lives is affecting
the way we live, as we generate more and more data about our lives that is stored and pro‐
cessed online.
There are significant changes occurring now in the business world that are being brought
about by developments in Internet technologies. We are moving towards a world of Inter‐
net‐based services, with service providers finding more cost‐effective ways to interact with
suppliers as well as customers. Of course there are numerous risks that need to be managed

1

Nick Wainwright, Nick Papanikolaou, Trust and Security in the Future Internet: Setting the
Context (Towards a vision and analysis of fundamental change areas, challenges and potential
solutions as discussed at EFFECTSPLUS Clustering and Roadmapping Events). Research Re‐
port, Effectsplus project (http://www.effectsplus.eu).
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giveen the massive quantitiees of custom
mer‐sensitive data that are shared beetween supp
pliers
and service provviders, includ
ding concern
ns about inteellectual prop
perty ownersship.
Wider changes in Internet use
u and dep
pendence that have a bearing on trrust and security
reseearch and de
evelopment include the following. Entire
E
societiies are dependent on critical
national infrastructure (e.g. electricity distribution
n networks, telecommunications op
pera‐
tors, transportaation system
ms and finan
ncial servicess), and such
h infrastructure is becom
ming
increeasingly linkked to the In
nternet (for reasons
r
relatted to monitoring, communicationss and
vario
ous cost savvings). Such infrastructu
ure is therefo
ore becomin
ng increasing
gly vulnerable to
attaack. As recent events have
h
shown,, including the
t discoverry of the Sttuxnet malw
ware,
cybeerattacks can propagatee even in systtems that arre not directly connected
d to the Internet.
Increasingly sop
phisticated cyberattacks
c
s are likely to
t emerge, with the po
otential to wreak
w
havo
oc if adequate detection
n and prevention mechan
nisms are no
ot in place an
nd updated regu‐
r
larlyy.
The second partt of the road
dmap presen
nts a vision fo
or the Future
e Internet fro
om the trustt and
secu
urity perspecctive.
The participantss at the workkshop envisiioned a Futu
ure Internet tthat gives itss users moree pri‐
vacyy, especially through appropriate an
nd effective control overr how person
nally identifiable
information can
n be used an
nd transmittted online, and
a in particular, an accountable Fuuture
Interrnet, such th
hat users an
nd service prroviders alikke can be he
eld responsib
ble for illegaal ac‐
tions and possib
ble violations of consentt. We expectt legislation to evolve, particularly
p
in
n the
areaa of data pro
otection, to keep
k
up with
h the new bu
usiness oppo
ortunities that Internet tech‐
t
nolo
ogies have to
o offer.
An eessential parrt of the visio
on for the future is that enterprises
e
will
w be able to
t rely on the se‐
curitty of the infrastructure of
o the Intern
net as a foundation on which
w
they can
c build seccure,
com
mposable serrvices (nameely, services that can be combined together whiile still satisffying
the same securiity requirem
ments they saatisfy in isolation); this, in turn, willl enable reliaable,
prottected inform
mation sharing between
n businessess and servicees. For busin
nesses, theree will
be b
better tools to
t understan
nd and manage risk; this is essentiaal as more daata and busiiness
proccesses shift into the cloud.
Opeen challenges in trust and security arre the next aspect
a
coverred in the roaadmap; we ssum‐
marrise some of the most im
mportant here
e.
The first importtant challeng
ge is helping users to staay safe online; this mean
ns making on
nline
secu
urity and privvacy much more
m
user‐friendly; theree will have to
o be a numb
ber of helpfu
ul de‐
faultts, namely options
o
that are universally or widely agreed up
pon, so thatt users can aavoid
the arduous task of making
g detailed ch
hoices and caarry on with
h their day‐to‐day use off the
Internet.
ding the righ
ht balance beetween secu
urity and usaability is a co
ore challenge, and we arre all
Find
too aware that there
t
is no perfect solution. Develop
ping intuitivee security setttings or configu‐
ratio
on options will
w require much
m
researrch, particularly given that Future Internet systtems
will have to be equally usab
ble by ICT illiterates as well
w as speciialists. Securrity contextss will
havee to be repreesented in an understandable way, enabling
e
situ
uational awaareness for users.
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But the most obvious challenge here is designing security into systems in such a way that it
is almost invisible – thus reducing the cognitive effort required of the user; today’s ICT users
are already experiencing cognitive overload from the number of passwords they need to
remember for different websites and applications.
Clearly there is no widely accepted notion of online trust, and more research is required in
developing trust anchors for users. This is a fundamental challenge for the Internet of the
future, which requires reliable indicators of trust for business and government to be con‐
ducted safely online.
In order to raise more awareness of security and the potential threats that lurk in the online
world, it will be necessary to continually educate users. Users will need to be aware of their
options, of the dangers and consequences of not protecting one’s privacy, of the tools and
technologies that exist to protect one’s digital assets.
There already is a proliferation of digital identities in today’s Internet, as individuals experi‐
ment with different personas, or more often are forced to create separate identities with
different websites and providers of online services. From a privacy point of view, it may well
be desirable to keep certain identities separate; in practice there will be a number of situa‐
tions in which the use of a single online identity is convenient and beneficial. The challenge
for the future is to develop identity management systems that give individuals plenty of
control over access to identity information, while at the same time being useful online.
How is identity management to be achieved on the multitude of devices that people use on
a day‐to‐day basis? How will digital identities be linked to individual people? In fact, should
they be? For users of services in the cloud, how will trust be established between service
providers who have no prior business relationship? All these questions are fundamental to
the challenge of developing suitable identity management for the Future Internet.
There is the challenge of developing suitable biometrics for linking physical and digital iden‐
tities. Biometrics are the most obvious way of extracting information from one’s physical
identity, but to what extent will biometrics become socially acceptable?
Trust and security challenges for businesses include: helping businesses assess and make
decisions about risk using models and intuitive tools; helping developers build security fea‐
tures directly into their products; and expressing and enforcing security policies.
On the socio‐economic front, there are a number of issues that will shape the world of the
Future Internet. There will be a multitude of stakeholders, and many different ways to in‐
teract with different languages and kinds of expertise; the challenges around internationali‐
sation of online services and adaptation of user controls to cultural expectations (e.g. differ‐
ent cultures have different expectations of privacy; this should be reflected in the privacy
controls made available by service providers). There will also be challenges in finding suita‐
ble business models and means of charging for Future Internet services, for example creat‐
ing privacy‐respecting advertising.
There will be an absolute need for businesses to take an integrated approach when develop‐
ing Future Internet products and services, combining legal, societal, user, and business per‐
spectives with technology.
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There will be a deluge of data, and a plethora
p
of devices
d
for accessing
a
daata; how thiss will
affect the way we
w operate as a society reemains to bee seen, but itt will surely impact our social
interactions, thee speed with
h which busin
ness is conducted, and the
t cognitivee load we exxperi‐
encee on a daily basis. Wheth
her we can trust
t
the datta we receivee and the de
evices we usee is a
challlenge of cen
ntral importaance.
The workshop participants
p
identified some approaaches to tackling some of the trustt and
secu
urity challeng
ges in the Fu
uture Interneet; the majorr ones are disscussed nextt.
Devveloping universally acccepted digittal identifierrs. We have seen that in
ndividuals’ physi‐
cal aand digital livves are increeasingly connected, thatt they are controlling mo
ore and moree de‐
vices and desiro
ous of the ability to custo
omize their digital
d
experience. Meetiing the challeng‐
es o
of providing usable digital identities while providing an adequate degreee of privacyy will
neceessarily requ
uire much intterdisciplinary work; we believe that there is much to be don
ne on
the developmen
nt of accepttable digital identifiers. To addresss some of th
he above isssues,
therre should be work on new
w schemas for
f digital identity and an acceptablee legal definition
of a digital ID.D
Developing languages and tools for specifying secure software.
s
T
There
need
ds to be wo
ork on develo
oping languaages and formalisms for expressing
g unambiguo
ously
privacy, securityy and trust rrequirementss. Tool supp
port for reaso
oning and un
nderstanding re‐
quirrements is esssential, and in particularr we expect the
t following
g will be imp
portant:





Securityy analysis too
ols integrateed in softwarre/service de
evelopment environment
e
ts
Visual/g
graphical representation of security state
s
for awaareness and analysis
a
Tools to
o investigate emergent properties
p
(seecurity, safetty) of system
ms
Tool sup
pport for seccure system building ‐ from
f
the design and speecification phase
through
h to deploym
ment and opeerations.

Other related asspects that should be con
nsidered include the following:



Quantitative securitty analysis – defining su
uitable nume
erical metriccs for compaaring
securityy aspects of systems
s
and models easiily
Securityy‐ and privaccy‐aware servvice compossition

Privvacy‐aware software
s
de
evelopment.. As we havee seen, it is fu
undamental for privacy to
t be
maintained in Future Internet systems, and there sh
hould be ways for develo
opers of FI p
prod‐
uctss and service
es to take prrivacy consid
derations intto account and enforce appropriate
a
poli‐
cies where nece
essary. Indeeed, privacy concerns
c
should be inteegrated into software deevel‐
opm
ment. Some of the techn
nical aspects of privacy that should
d be addresssed in the fu
uture
inclu
ude incorporating privacy‐preservin
ng identity m
managemen
nt and proviisioning systtems
into
o the very fabric of Future Internet, deploying machine
m
read
dable privaccy policies evvery‐
wheere where peersonal identtifiable information mayy be processeed, developing means off pri‐
vacyy‐respecting advertising,, and develo
oping privacyy enhancing tools
t
for soccial networkss.
Softtware engineering techn
niques for im
mplementing permanen
nt and comp
plete deletio
on of
digittal trails with guaranteees will help to
o solve manyy privacy pro
oblems. Research on priivacy
hom
momorphism
ms and crypttographic algorithms fo
or enterprisee computing
g, especiallyy for
clou
ud computing
g, will help enhance
e
the underlying ssecurity mecchanisms of the
t Internet..
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Cooperation on Issues of National Security. International collaboration on security mat‐
ters will be essential, particularly as cybercrime transcends national barriers. One example
of a useful collaboration in area of trust and security would be the establishment of a secure
and trustworthy international data exchange system for tracking cyberthreats and cyber‐
crimes. Another type of collaboration would involve international standardisation of securi‐
ty features – and to some extent this has happened already with the EU’s Common Criteria.
Enhancement of Legislation to Accommodate Technological Developments. An im‐
portant area of work is the adaptation of existing legislation to provide adequate security
and privacy protections given developments in FI technology. There should be a technolo‐
gy‐aware legal framework for data protection, and a legally accepted means of offering end
users a single point of trust and responsibility. Although to some extent such means exist
today, the Future Internet should provide mechanisms to support law enforcement digital‐
ly. One unusual solution for certain types of cybercrime could be the notion of “digital jail":
a digital jail, in the sense defined by Mike Surridge (IT Innovation, Southampton, UK) is a
way to temporarily penalise digital vandals by restricting their online activities for a fixed
time period.
Research and Investment in Security Tools and Technology. Integrating cryptographic
algorithms into the software development lifecycle so that they can be built into tools more
easily will help suitably educated developers make more secure system designs and imple‐
mentations. In order to cope with ever‐changing threats, investing in adaptive, possibly bio‐
logically inspired security mechanisms will likely prove useful; that way security systems will
evolve and respond more intelligently to new threats.
Consideration of Novel, Radical Approaches. The following are germs of ideas that are
subject to further development, and we will not expand on the details in the current version
of this document.
Disposable systems. One approach to building security into systems is to make cheap, sin‐
gle‐use devices that can be disposed and not‐reused (especially by attackers!). This can be
seen as a generalisation of the one‐time pad cryptosystem to entire system‐on‐a‐chip
boards.
Loosely coupled systems. Developing systems with loose coupling makes it possible for their
components to be replaced/exchanged with minimal effort if a threat is present, and assists
the task of achieving separation of concerns in design. Strong security features can be built
into individual system components without the constant need to worry about dependencies
with other components.
Clearly, a number of significant R&D topics and opportunities have been identified in the
trust and security roadmap for Effectsplus. We believe that the roadmap’s findings are sig‐
nificant and novel and compare favourably to similar visionary reports from the United
States – including e.g. the PITAC report (President’s Information Technology Advisory
Committee, “Cyber Security: A Crisis of Prioritization”, February 2005).

Introduction

1.Introduction
Thiss document captures thee outcomes of the reseaarch roadmapping and project
p
clusteering
2
even
nts held under the auspices of thee European Union’s EFF
FECTSPLUS support acttion3,
held
d in Brussels 29‐30 March
h, 2011. The participantss at these eveents were all representatives
of European FP77 projects in the broad arrea of Trust and
a Securityy.

1.1.
1
Overview
The objective heere is to iden
ntify and disccuss, for the timeframe 2010‐2020,
2
a number of core
challlenges and issues, as well as a shareed vision of trust and security in the
e Future Internet.
Firstt we begin with
w a discusssion of changes and trends in the field; the an
nalysis concludes
with
h consideratiion of approaches and potential solu
utions to som
me of the vaarious challenges
iden
ntified.

1.2.
1
Methodolo
ogy
The ideas preseented in thiss document were eliciteed from partticipants at the above men‐
m
tioned events diirectly, and then
t
organissed and carefully categorised for thee purposes off this
docu
ument – in particular:
p
1. This
organiseed
under
four
c
core
head
dings
(Chang‐
report
iss
es/Visio
on/Challengees/Solutions and Research Needs4), all of which
h are interrellated
and con
nstitute a baasis for understand the key directio
ons of research in Trustt and
Securityy in the Futu
ure Internet, as relevantt to the Euro
opean Union
n’s Framewo
ork 8
Program
mme which will
w run from
m 2015‐2020..
2. Particip
pants were asked
a
to identify concrete ideas for each of theese headingss in a
series of
o rounds; du
uring each ro
ound the ideeas were wrritten on Posst‐It notes, gath‐
g
ered an
nd grouped together
t
for discussion. There were two separatte groups off par‐
ticipantts, namely, a Cluster forr Systems and Networkks projects, and
a a Clusteer for
Services and Cloud Computing,, and the autthors respecctively chaireed these two
o dis‐
cussion
ns.
3. The autthors then assembled
a
t
these
ideas into a mindmap, using the XMind soft‐
5
ware . The
T mindmaap was carefu
ully edited and related id
deas grouped
d together.
4. A furtheer analysis and write‐up of these ideas was then undertaken, resulting in
n this
docume
ent.
Thiss is the first draft
d
of this write‐up.
w
It will
w be circulaated to workkshop participants for furrther
refin
nement and discussion, and
a to reach
h some conseensus on thee core conclu
usions.

2

S
See http://www.effecttsplus.eu/efffectsplus‐1stt‐technical‐ccluster‐meeting‐march‐2
29th‐
30th
h‐2011/
3
Seee http://www
w.effectspluss.eu
4
Following the approach adopted
a
forr the Futuree Internet Assembly
A
ressearch road
dmap
nally suggested by Hans Schaffers (E
ESoCE‐Net)
whicch was origin
5
See http://www
w.xmind.nett/
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This document focuses specifically on aspects of Trust and Security Research in the Europe‐
an Framework Programmes; naturally this will feed into the Future Internet Assembly Re‐
search Roadmap for Future Internet, which will also comprise other key areas of Future In‐
ternet Research.

Thee Changes That Are Shap
ping The Tru
ust And Secu
urity Landscaape

2.The Changes Tha
at Are Shapin
ng The Trust And
ecurity Landscape
Se
Futu
ure research into Trustw
worthy ICT will
w be influen
nced by a wide range off factors thatt will
occu
ur in the periiod under co
onsideration.. We can gro
oup the vario
ous changes that we percceive
as having an imp
pact on the field
f
under th
he following
g rubrics:





Changes in the way end users (ccitizens) percceive the rolee of the Internet in their lives
and use it on a day‐‐to‐day basiss; this includ
des current perceptions
p
a attitudees, as
and
well as end
e users’ exxpectations for
f the futuree
Changes in the wayy business is conducted, and how different secto
ors are being af‐
fected by
b developments in technology
Changes in the broaader socio‐ecconomic land
dscape

2.1.
2
Changes for
f
End
d‐Users
s / Cit
tizens
Use
ers’ Att
titudes Are Cha
anging Constant
C
tly
As tthe Internet becomes more integral to the way we live our daily
d
lives, end
e users aree be‐
com
ming increasingly aware of
o the dange
ers of making
g too much information
i
available pu
ublic‐
ly. P
People’s careeers and perssonal lives can be severeely affected if they do no
ot consider care‐
c
fullyy what inforrmation (including multtimedia – ph
hotos, video
os etc.) theyy make available
about themselvves in cyberspace. Certtainly there is a trend towards in
ncreased privacy
awaareness, although attitud
des towardss privacy aree changing significantly
s
– for many,, the
leveel of privacy concern is decreasing. This
T raises so
ome interestting question
ns about thee role
of privacy‐enhan
ncing techno
ologies and privacy‐relat
p
ted research in the futuree.

Use
ers’ Phy
ysical And
A
Digi
ital Liv
ves Are Connect
ting
Sea
amlessly
y
We are moving towards a world
w
in whicch everythin
ng – from yo
our mobile phone to you
ur re‐
frigeerator – is co
onnected to the Internett all the timee. The world of work and personal lifee are
gettting more an
nd more inteertwined as people
p
use the same devvices to acce
ess all their data.
d
There is a trend towards con
nvergence – this time, not a converg
gence of devvices into onee all‐
capaable device (e.g.
(
the smartphone), but
b rather a convergence
e of one’s prreviously disscon‐
nectted personal, social, and
d professionaal lives; whaat is more, th
his converge
ence is not being
b
mett with much resistance, making it more
m
and mo
ore socially acceptable tto mix thesee to‐
geth
her. Through
h the use of different
d
onlline personas/identities, people are able
a to repreesent
them
mselves as they wish – although
a
theey most often choose to make their digital selvees re‐
flectt aspects of their
t
real, ph
hysical selves as much ass possible (p
particularly in
n social netw
work‐
ing aapplications).
There is a trend towards adopting wide
espread use of
o sensors; these
t
will of course geneerate
dataa that is ofte
en quite perssonal, as it reeflects aspeccts of one’s day‐to‐day
d
reeality. It rem
mains
to b
be seen wheether privacy issues can
n be addresssed adequaately in senssor networkks, or
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whether they will hinder further developments and restrict the reach of the so‐called Inter‐
net of Things.

Users Are Controlling And Regularly Using More
Devices
The devices that people use are getting smarter and smarter; this means that people have
ever more computing power at their fingertips, and that devices (particularly mobile devices
such as smart phones or tablets, as opposed to desktop or laptop computers) will be at the
centre of a fully connected, always‐on world.
There is a change in the number of devices that people consider acceptable – it is common
for people to carry several devices for different purposes, even though convergence makes
it possible to do almost everything on a smartphone. It remains to be seen whether true
convergence will ever be achieved (one device for everything which is universally acceptable
in terms of features and other parameters e.g. size).

Users Are Demanding The Ability To Personalise
Products And Services
Personalisation/customisation is an expectation that people increasingly have as they be‐
come aware of the capabilities of the platforms and hardware they use. As devices and ap‐
plications become an integral part of people’s lives, people want to have the ability to add
their own personal touch and to combine features, capabilities and services in ways that are
convenient to them.

2.2. Changes in the Business World
We Are Moving Towards A World of Internet‐Based
Services
The constant and widespread availability of the Internet has made and continues to make
possible the provision and sale of many services. In line with the trend towards customisa‐
tion/personalisation, users are demanding ways to compose services together and tailor
services to their needs. Services provided through the Internet are becoming increasingly
diverse and heterogeneous, and there is an industry trend towards business software being
delivered as a service (SaaS). There is a trend towards massive centralisation and interde‐
pendence driven by cheap cloud and composed services.
In addition it should be noted that there is a rise in the use of location‐based services, which
raises significant potential privacy issues. However, as mentioned previously, users’ atti‐
tudes are constantly changing and it is becoming increasingly acceptable to share one’s lo‐
cation publicly (cf. services such as FourSquare6).

6

See https://foursquare.com/
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urity Landscaape

The
e Scale Of The Interne
et Is Co
onstantly Growi
ing
There is no quesstion that th
he scale of th
he Internet is growing, with
w an ever increasing n
num‐
ber of devices th
hat connect – these corrrespond to reeachable nodes, which are
a numberin
ng in
the millions at present.
p
Theere is increased stress and strain on
n the interne
et infrastructture,
with
h many moree users and much more traffic. Therre are also ever
e
more ap
pplications being
b
deveeloped, and through thee use of sociaal networkin
ng and micro
o‐blogging (ccf. Twitter), their
reacch can grow massively in
n the space of
o a few hourrs.

The
ere Is A Massiv
ve And Continua
C
al Incre
ease In The
Qua
antity Of
O Data That Ne
eeds To Be Proc
cessed
The rise in the amount of daata captured
d and managed continue
es unabated. Data is geneerat‐
ed n
not only by people/end‐users, but by
b machines and sensorss. Data inclu
udes raw datta as
welll as multime
edia, the diffference bein
ng primarily one of size.. There are many
m
issuess sur‐
roun
nding how such data can
n be stored, administereed and prote
ected from unauthorised
u
d ac‐
cesss, particularlyy given the speedy
s
rate at
a which it iss being generated.
ICT innovation is largely datta driven, with business models that rely whollyy on data miining
and analysis beccoming increeasingly com
mmon.

Cri
itical Infrastr
I
ructure Is Incr
reasingly Subje
ect To
Sop
phistica
ated Att
tacks
Busiiness‐critical as well as governmenta
g
al infrastructture are incrreasingly targeted by atttack‐
ers. What is esseential to notte is that crittical infrastructure is gettting conneccted to the In
nter‐
net as a matter of necessityy. Of course this
t is not without issuess – and it is absolutely
a
keey to
ensu
ure the proteection of nattional infrasttructure agaiinst cyberatttacks.

2.3.
2
Changes in Soci
iety an
nd the Wider Econom
my
Mas
ssive Gr
rowth of
f Cyber Threats
s and Cy
ybercrim
me
The massive gro
owth in cybeerattacks, malware,
m
viruses and Trojjans in recen
nt years is un
ndis‐
puteed, and not just
j
for the purpose
p
of accessing or damaging crritical infrasttructure. Thee av‐
erag
ge user is beecoming inccreasingly aw
ware of online dangers and it is no
o longer saffe to
brow
wse without firewall and
d antivirus prrotection. We
W expect thaat digital crime will increease,
spam
m and virusees in particular growing at
a an exponeential rate. In
n general, th
here is increaasing
opportunity for attacks and potential for failures in internet systtems.
hout suitable
e countermeeasures, it is possible for attackers to
o move into trusted
t
chan
nnels
With
and obtain acceess to sensitive or privatte data. Thee spread of malware
m
through USB sticks
and similar chan
nnels meanss that even pieces
p
of infrrastructure that are not directly
d
conn
nect‐
ed to the Interneet can be inffected.
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Broader Societal Changes
Globalisation implies the eventual abolishment of traditional trade barriers and the devel‐
opment of an integrated global economy. As this process continues, some elements of na‐
tional infrastructure for different nations may well need to be linked, and the Internet will
play a central part in this. It could be that a major internet security incident with serious so‐
cio‐economic impact happens before the general populace is alerted as to the importance
of security measures and technology.
There are other societal changes that will have an impact on the way we use technology in
our lives – for instance people are likely to have more and more nomadic lifestyles – tele‐
working and telelearning (or distance learning) are two trends that are indicative of this
possibility.

Towards A Vision Of Trust And Security In The Future Internet

3.To
owards A Visio
on Of Trust
T
A
And
Sec
curity In The
e
Future Internet
t
In th
his section we
w develop a vision for Trust
T
and Seecurity in thee Future Inteernet, descriibing
how
w it will enhaance our livees and what new possibilities it will enable for average
a
users as
welll as security experts
e
and developers.

3.1.
3
A Vision for Us
sers of
f the Future
F
Intern
net
Firstt we consideer how trust and securityy in the Futu
ure Internet will affect the average user,
u
and what this usser can expect in the futu
ure.

Use
ers Will
l Have More
M
Pri
ivacy On
nline
Users are alread
dy becoming
g increasingly aware of the dangerss of sharing too much about
them
mselves online; we envission a future in which useers will not have
h
to worrry so much about
privacy due to th
he widespreaad availabilitty of powerfful privacy co
ontrols.
o be a social trend towaards decreased privacy concern;
c
thiss, however, may
There seems to
chan
nge dramatiically over time as people demand more
m
contro
ol over their online identtities
and reputation. In fact, as privacy‐enhancing technologies aree adopted more
m
widely, and
people become more awaree of their op
ptions with rregards to th
heir personal data, they may
conccern themse
elves more ab
bout privacyy. It remains to be seen how
h privacy concerns will be
percceived in the
e future, but in any casse it is clear that users should
s
not have
h
to worrry as
mucch about privvacy, given that
t
technologies and in
nfrastructure
es can be putt in place to give
people more con
ntrol over th
heir data.
f
in wh
hich users arre empowerred over privvacy and personal data, and
We envisage a future
theyy have basic rights in cyb
berspace (freeedoms, privvacy).
Also
o we expectt that there will be new
w business models
m
that respect ind
dividuals' priivacy
morre (e.g. for ad
dvertising).

Use
ers Will
l Have A Better
r Unders
standing
g Of Sec
curity
And
d Privac
cy Risks
s
There is little do
oubt that thee average user of the Futture Internett will be mucch better edu
ucat‐
ed tthan users off today are about
a
security and privaacy risks online. We envvisage a futu
ure in
whicch users will be aware off dangers an
nd online riskks, and will know
k
how to
o practically miti‐
gatee them. We also expect that there will
w exist good tools and
d technical support
s
enab
bling
end users to un
nderstand th
he security and
a privacy implications
i
s of any online services they
use.. So there aree two aspectts of our visio
on:



the averrage user willl be well edu
ucated about security an
nd privacy rissks online
systemss will be desiigned to assist users und
derstand and
d prevent seecurity and priva‐
p
cy risks to
t their dataa
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This implies that, for instance, “browsing will be safe”. Users will be trained to have situa‐
tional awareness and be better placed to determine where to place their trust.

3.2. A Vision for the Enterprise
Next we discuss how business will be affected by trust and security developments in the
Future Internet.

We Will Be Able to Build Secure, Composable Services
Businesses will rely significantly on the deployment of online services, and these services
will be expected to have good quality of service; they will also need to meet industrially ac‐
cepted security requirements and provide privacy and trust guarantees to end‐users. Fur‐
thermore, it will be possible for businesses to reliably compose services to form new ones,
while having confidence in the security properties of the latter. It will often be in the dynam‐
ic composition of services that added value will be found, and we expect that an open mar‐
ket for such services will be created.
Businesses will also expect to profit from providing users with customisa‐
tion/personalisation options; it will be essential to give users choices while ensuring security
and privacy guarantees are maintained. Indeed any security breach or loss of privacy is likely
to have a significant impact for business, and so careful monitoring of services and of the
facilities on which they are run will be essential.

Developers Will Have Tools Which Help Them Build
Secure Applications
As more and more businesses rely on software and service development for Future Internet,
there will be a fundamental need for compilers and development environments that assist
developers in detecting and preventing security flaws and leaks in software. There will have
to be good tools for software designers to understand and express security and privacy re‐
quirements. Furthermore, these tools will have to account for the features of higher and
higher‐level programming languages (e.g. 4th generation languages), which abstract away
from machine details – from a security point of view there have to be a number of special
tests on the compiled code.
There will also be tools that provide justifiable evidence that software is secure; this will
mean better software assurance.

Businesses Will Have Tools To Understand and Manage
Risk
We expect that risk assessment practices will be vastly better in the future, with a host of
decision support tools available and a significant degree of automation. It is likely there will
be standard and universally adopted security practices across enterprises, including inter‐
organisational and cross‐layer measures, and particularly well‐developed SIEM (Security
Information and Event Management) systems.
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Sec
curity Concerns
C
s Will Not
N
Be A Barrie
er To Ne
ew High
Val
lue Appl
lication
ns
As ssecurity pracctices improvve and beco
ome more widely adopteed, it will be easier to deesign
high
h added‐valu
ue applicatio
ons which caan make use of private and confiden
ntial information.
Rath
her than security being seen
s
as a barrier, we will be in a position to trustt providers more
m
and more and assume
a
thatt certain fun
ndamental seecurity and privacy expeectations wiill be
mett as a matterr of common
n practice.
We envisage hig
ghly personaalised appliccations and services
s
in the areas of energy use (e.g.
smaart metering), assisted living, and trransportation
n, all of which rely on th
he availabilitty of
high
hly secure teechnical infraastructure. Smart
S
meterring will be universally
u
a
adopted,
hellping
indivviduals and businesses reduce
r
their energy costs and preven
nt harm to the environm
ment.
Also
o there will be
b mechanissms in placee to protect critical infraastructure fro
om failure or
o at‐
tackk.
Ano
other novel example
e
of a high added
d‐value servicce that will be
b enabled iff secure systtems
are ccommonplace is vehicle‐to‐vehicle communicat
c
tion; cars will be able to aauthenticatee and
exch
hange location and routte informatio
on, maybe in
nteracting in
n ways invisiible to the driver
d
in su
uch a way that accidentss can be prevvented.

3.3.
3
A Vision for So
ociety and th
he Wide
er Econ
nomy
Use
ers And Busines
sses Wil
ll Be Ac
ccountab
ble Onli
ine
It is only to be expected
e
thaat digital crime will increase, and to
o account for this the Fu
uture
Internet will havve built‐in fo
orensics and tracking capabilities. Paarticularly in
n areas of critical
infraastructure it will be posssible to tracee potential th
hreat actors and install adequate
a
pro
otec‐
tions on an ad‐h
hoc basis. So
o there will be suitable audit, detecction and preevention meecha‐
nism
ms for digitaal crime in th
he Future In
nternet. Also
o individual users will bee empowereed to
policce the netwo
ork, likely reducing the need
n
for ded
dicated officeers. Some off the policing
g will
likelly be automaated, although there will always be a need for human intervvention in certain
casees where legitimate behaaviour is misconstrued by such systems.

The
ere Will
l Be Cha
anges In
n Societ
ty, Poli
icy and Law to
Cat
ter for New Tec
chnologi
ies
Cleaarly there will be fundam
mental chan
nges in our perception
p
and
a expectations of govvern‐
men
nt; already th
here is a tren
nd towards open
o
access to governm
ment data, an
nd we can exxpect
‘real open goverrnment’ enab
bled by the Future
F
Intern
net. Online voting
v
is likely to becomee the
de ffacto mode of
o electing politicians,
p
and politician
ns will need to
t have cleaar ideas and poli‐
cies on citizens’ digital freed
doms. One might
m
go as far as to claim that therre will be nottions
of digital ethics,, digital dignity and even
n digital soveereignty, all of
o which willl be fundameental
to th
he way citizeens conduct their lives in
n modern socciety.
As m
mentioned before,
b
law enforcement
e
t (policing) will
w change in
n fundamenttal ways, as non‐
com
mpliance with
h the law willl be automaatically flagg
ged and easilly prevented
d; we even envis‐
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age the introduction of digital sanctions for digital misdemeanours which are enforceable,
punitive, and cheaper than prison.

What are the Difficultt Issues to Ad
ddress in thee Trust and Security
S
Spacce?

4.What are the Difficul
lt Issu
ues to Addres
ss in the
t
rust and Security Sp
pace?
Tr
4.1.
4
Enabling and Em
mpoweri
ing Ind
dividua
al User
rs
Ena
abling Users
U
to
o Better
r Unders
stand an
nd Contr
rol
Sec
curity
The first importtant challeng
ge is helping users to staay safe online; this mean
ns making on
nline
secu
urity and privvacy much more
m
user‐friendly; theree will have to
o be a numb
ber of helpfu
ul de‐
faultts, namely options
o
that are universally or widely agreed up
pon, so thatt users can avoid
a
the arduous task of making
g detailed ch
hoices and caarry on with
h their day‐to‐day use off the
Internet. Finding the right b
balance betw
ween securitty and usability is a core
e challenge,, and
we aare all too aw
ware that theere is no perffect solution
n.
Devveloping intu
uitive securitty settings or
o configurattion options will requiree much reseaarch,
partticularly giveen that Futu
ure Internet systems willl have to be
e equally ussable by ICT illit‐
erattes as well ass specialists. Security contexts will have to be represented in
n an understtand‐
ablee way, enabling situation
nal awareness for users. But the mo
ost obvious challenge
c
heere is
designing security into systems in such a way that it is almost invisible – th
hus reducing
g the
cogn
nitive effort required off the user; to
oday’s ICT users
u
are already experiencing cogn
nitive
overrload from the number o
of passwords they need to remembe
er for differeent websitess and
applications.
Cleaarly there is no widely acccepted notion of onlinee trust, and more researrch is requireed in
deveeloping trust anchors fo
or users. Thiss is a fundam
mental challlenge for thee Internet off the
futu
ure, which reequires reliable indicators of trust fo
or business and government to be con‐
ductted safely on
nline.
In order to raisee more awareeness of security and thee potential threats that lurk
l
in the on
nline
world, it will be necessary to
o continuallyy educate ussers. Users will
w need to be
b aware of their
options, of the dangers
d
and
d consequences of not protecting on
ne’s privacy, of the toolss and
tech
hnologies thaat exist to prrotect one’s digital assetts.

Han
ndling Digital
D
Identit
ties
There already iss a proliferattion of digitaal identities iin today’s Internet, as individuals exxperi‐
men
nt with diffe
erent personas, or more often are fo
orced to cre
eate separate identities with
diffeerent websittes and providers of onlin
ne services. From a privaacy point of view,
v
it mayy well
be d
desirable to keep certain
n identities separate;
s
in practice there will be a number
n
of situa‐
tions in which th
he use of a single online identity
i
is co
onvenient an
nd beneficial.
w is identity managemen
nt to be achieved on the multitude of
o devices that people usse on
How
a daay‐to‐day basis? How will digital identities by lin
nked to indivvidual peoplee? In fact, sh
hould
theyy be? For useers of servicees in the cloud, how will trust be con
nveyed betw
ween service pro‐
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viders? All these questions are fundamental to the challenge of developing suitable identity
management for the Future Internet.
There is the challenge of developing suitable biometrics for linking physical and digital iden‐
tities. Biometrics are the most obvious way of extracting information from one’s physical
identity, but to what extent will biometrics become socially acceptable?
Of course, in order to combat digital vandals and cybercrime it will have to be easier to
identify them; maybe a tagging mechanism or a set of special flags on their digital identi‐
ties. This is clearly a fruitful area for further investigation.

Dealing With Privacy Issues
There is a clear need for individuals to be able to eliminate data about their person online.
There may be personal data that has been made accessible as a result of a breach, data that
the individual has posted himself through error of judgement, or information that is plainly
false and needs to be corrected or removed. In other words, there is a need for ways to im‐
plement the ‘right to be forgotten’ in the online world. It could be that systems automatical‐
ly ‘forget’ data after a given expiry date, or that there are mechanisms in place that enable
individuals to explicitly ‘delete’ personal data. Issues such as these have been investigated
within the UK‐based research project EnCoRe7.
Another challenge relates to forensic capability and particularly the issue of traceability. It is
important to be able to trace the source of a privacy breach; for this reason there is much
scope for research in accountability, auditability and the corresponding tradeoffs with pri‐
vacy.
Scenarios in the Future Internet that pose particular privacy concern include cloud applica‐
tions and service infrastructures, as well as systems of sensor networks, namely, the so‐
called Internet of Things (IoT).

4.2. Developing Security Technologies for Businesses
Helping Businesses To Assess And Make Decisions About
Risk Using Models For Prediction / Anticipation
What are suitable models of risk for the Future Internet? How can one accurately express
security and privacy risks in complex ICT infrastructures including clouds, multiple devices,
and sensor networks? These are difficult challenges, particularly as they apply across the
many layers of the Internet; there is a huge amount of cross‐domain security information
that needs to be processed in order to adequately model risk. There will be a need for work
on ever more detailed risk assessment methodologies, including particularly quantitative
techniques and evidence‐based risk assessment.
Business processes need to modelled in such a way that potential sources of conflict can be
identified at an early stage; there are here the challenges of predicting security problems,
7

See http://www.encore‐project.info for more information.
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Spacce?

anticipating thee potential im
mpact of cerrtain businesss decisions,, and figurin
ng out wheree the
bulkk of investm
ment in securrity mechanisms needs to be made
e. Models sh
hould be creeated
thatt help manag
gers understand ROI on security.
s
Secu
urity modelss for Future Internet ne
eed to accou
unt for different types of
o attackers, and
therre is clearly a lack of suitable meta‐models for security
s
in the differentt OSI layers. Fur‐
therrmore, it is important
i
to
o better und
derstand thee motives an
nd psychologies of diffeerent
typees of attackeers.

Hel
lping De
eveloper
rs Build
d, Measu
ure and Test Se
ecure
Sys
stems
In orrder to enab
ble businessees to provide
e a service wiithout harmiing their inteerests, contracts,
and general asse
ets, there will need to bee reliable and
d consistent methods for security tessting
and assurance. Not only will security need to be in
ntegrated in software deevelopment,, but
therre will need to
t be adequaate framewo
orks for certiffication, testting and aud
dit.
Onee of the greaatest promisses of the Fu
uture Internet is the ide
ea that indivviduals and busi‐
b
nessses will be ab
ble to compo
ose many diffferent services at whim
m to achieve a particular g
goal.
But how can service compo
osition be do
one in a secu
ure fashion? Is it possible to develop
p au‐
tom
matic risk red
duction techniques for this?
t
Unless the securityy properties of differentt ser‐
vices are formally and unam
mbiguously specified an
nd understoo
od, it is certtainly difficu
ult to
reasson about the propertiess of their com
mposition.
Testting of softw
ware of services needs to
o be done in
n an interdiscciplinary fash
hion, so thatt dif‐
fereent environm
ments, usagee scenarios and behaviiours are co
onsidered. From
F
a technical
poin
nt of view, it will be desirrable to havee real‐time teesting methods and to use
u the comp
puta‐
tional power of the
t cloud to run simulatiions.

Bui
ilding Systems
S
That Ar
re Resilient Ag
gainst Failures
F
s
and
d Attack
ks
In order to build
d systems that are resilieent, we need
d to be able to
t model and
d simulate about
the different typ
pes of failurees and attackks that could
d occur. Therre is the challenge of maaking
and maintainingg models of complete systems
s
with
h tools that take into account
a
the cou‐
pling
gs between different components. Models
M
are ju
ust as essenttial for a holistic understtand‐
ing of systems as
a for preventing low‐le
evel bugs in system codee – and clearly handling
g and
prevventing softw
ware bugs iss a central ch
hallenge for tthe future, not
n only in th
he context of Fu‐
turee Internet.
We expect that future softw
ware and servvices will need to ‘evolvee’ and adaptt to circumsttanc‐
es aand threat en
nvironmentss. Real‐time security is only
o
possiblee if security mechanismss are
designed to han
ndle unexpeccted events; adaptation requires self‐modifying code, which
h is a
challlenge in itse
elf (self‐protection and self‐healing
s
systems are relevant heere). Also mitiga‐
tion will have to keep up witth the growth in system complexity.
c
ure overall system
s
resilience it will be necessarry to secure all the diffeerent
In order to ensu
netw
work layers and
a cross‐layyer commun
nications. Th
here will havve to be crosss‐layer trustt and
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accountability support; there will have to be a significant degree of fault tolerance; there
will have to intrusion and vandal tolerance in applications, services, infrastructure, commu‐
nities.
We do not underestimate the additional challenge of finding the right level of transparency
between network level events and business activities.

Expressing And Enforcing Security Policies
There has been a significant amount of work done on the development of policy models and
languages; however what is required now is a meta‐model that encompasses features of all
of these and enables interoperability between different policy enforcement mechanisms.
Security policies need to be made understandable to end users, and this implies a need for
visual representations and natural‐language descriptions of policy rules. Due to the sheer
complexity of the Future Internet, and the huge number of devices that will be intercon‐
nected, each with its own policies and data flows, there will be a need to resolve policy con‐
flicts automatically and intelligently, rather than requiring the need for human intervention
at runtime.
Enforcement mechanisms will need to be developed which ensure that client policies are
adhered to on the server side. As for enforcing the law online and preventing cybercrime,
there is likely to be a need for some notion of ‘digital sanctions.’ Because of the predicted
widespread adoption of cloud computing, it is likely that control and enforcement will be
required across domains and service boundaries, which is clearly a complex challenge.
Finally, we note here the imperative of achieving interoperability between policies and en‐
forcement mechanisms from different sources, and the need to make them work well with
platforms for user identification and accountability.

4.3. Broader Challenges
On the socio‐economic front, there are a number of issues that will shape the world of the
Future Internet:






There will be a multitude of stakeholders, and many different ways to interact with
different languages and kinds of expertise;
There will be challenges in finding suitable business models and means of charging
for Future Internet services;
There will be an absolute need for businesses to take a holistic approach when de‐
veloping FI products and services, integrating legal, societal, user, and business per‐
spectives with technology.
There will be a deluge of data, and a deluge of devices for accessing data (see also
section 2.1.3); how this will affect the way we operate as a society remains to be
seen, but it will surely impact our social interactions, the speed with which business
is conducted, and the cognitive load we experience on a daily basis. Whether we can
trust the data we receive and the devices we use is a challenge of central im‐
portance.

Approaaches And Po
otential Solu
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net

5.Ap
pproaches And Potent
tial So
olution
ns For Trust
And Security In The Future
F
Intern
net
In th
his section we
w consider some appro
oaches that may
m be of use
u in tacklin
ng tomorrow
w’s FI
challlenges, grou
uped here in a similar maanner to preevious sectio
ons: first we consider
c
wayys of
emp
powering ind
dividual FI users;
u
then we
w turn to id
deas for enaabling busineess and wrap up
with
h broader reccommendations.

5.1.
5
Empowering User
rs
Whaat can be do
one to give users
u
more control of theeir digital livves? This is a fundamental is‐
sue from the tru
ust and securrity perspecttive.

Dev
velopmen
nt Of Un
niversal
lly Acce
eptable Digital
Ide
entifier
rs
We have seen th
hat individuaals’ physical and digital lives are incrreasingly connected (secction
2.1.2
2), that theyy are controlling more and
a more deevices and desirous of th
he ability to cus‐
tom
mize their dig
gital experien
nce (sections 2.1.3 and 2
2.1.4). Meeting the challenges of pro
ovid‐
ing usable digital identitiess (section 4.11.2) while providing an adequate degree of priivacy
(secction 4.1.3) will
w necessarily require much
m
interdisciplinary work; we believe that theere is
mucch to be done
e on the devvelopment off acceptablee digital identtifiers.
To aaddress some of the abovve issues, there should be
b work on:



an accep
ptable legal definition off a digital ID
new sch
hemas for dig
gital identityy

Edu
ucation Of Citi
izens
As w
we saw in se
ection 3.1.2, we have a vision
v
of userrs being properly educatted about online
secu
urity and privacy risks. Clearly,
C
in orrder to makee the Futuree Internet safe, the trustt and
secu
urity commu
unity will neeed to work haard to raise awareness
a
of security an
nd privacy rissks.

5.2.
5
Enabling Busine
ess
There are a num
mber of tools and techniques that could
c
be used effectivelyy to enable busi‐
nessses to thrive in the age of the Future Internet.

Bet
tter Lan
nguages And Too
ols For Specify
ying Sec
cure
Sof
ftware
Thiss set of soluttions/approaaches is relatted to the ch
hallenges described in seections 4.2.11 and
4.2.2.
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There needs to be work on developing languages and formalisms for expressing unambigu‐
ously:



security contexts
privacy, security and trust requirements

Tool support for reasoning and understanding contexts and requirements is essential and in
particular we expect the following will be important:





Security analysis tools integrated in software/service development environments
Visual/graphical representation of security state for awareness and analysis
Tools to investigate emergent properties (security, safety) of systems
Tool support for secure system building ‐ from the very beginning

Other related aspects that should be considered include the following:






Model‐based analysis and design and coding techniques
Quantitative security analysis – defining suitable numerical metrics for comparing
security aspects of systems and models easily
Security‐ and privacy‐aware service composition engines
Better user interfaces that capture the heterogeneity of communications and ele‐
ments
Scalable security situation assessment

Improved Assurance Methods
Research and development of better assurance methods, which links to the challenges dis‐
cussed in section 4.2.2 should include consideration of the following:





Security certification for services and systems
Development of better notification mechanisms
Security metrics based on ISO metrology standards
Adaptive configuration of policies and countermeasures

Privacy‐Aware Software Development
As we have seen in section 4.1.3, it is fundamental for privacy to be maintained in Future
Internet systems, and there should be ways for developers of FI products and services to
take privacy considerations into account and enforce appropriate policies where necessary.
Indeed, privacy concerns should be integrated into software development (see also section
4.2.2). Some of the technical aspects of privacy that should be addressed in the future in‐
clude:





Incorporating privacy‐preserving identity management and provisioning systems into
the very fabric of FI
Deploying machine readable privacy policies everywhere
Developing means of privacy‐respecting advertising
Developing privacy enhancing tools for social networks

Approaaches And Po
otential Solu
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Achieving permanent deeletion of dig
gital trails with guaranteees
Developing privacy hom
momorphism
ms and crypto
ographic alg
gorithms for enterprise com‐
c
putting, esp
pecially for cloud computting.

Dev
velopmen
nt Of Ri
ich And Express
sive Sec
curity Models
M
We believe thatt there needs to be more
e work on th
he developm
ment of rich security models,
whicch take into account thee relevant leg
gal and regu
ulatory frameeworks. Mod
dels of accou
unta‐
bility are also veery important here.

Dev
velopmen
nt Of To
ools For
r Tracki
ing Data
a
We have seen th
hat (section 3.3.1) it will be essential for Future Internet to have
h
forensic ca‐
pability, so that criminals caan be identiffied and thw
warted, and so
s that accou
untability in gen‐
eral can be achie
eved. Some of the propo
osed ideas th
hat could hellp here include:



Making dataa ‘know’ its o
origin and wh
ho's allowed to see it
Having onto
ologies that describe
d
and
d link data th
hroughout th
he internet

5.3.
5
Broader Recomme
endatio
ons
The recommend
dations in this session relate to the challenges de
escribed in seection 4.3.

Coo
operatio
on On Is
ssues Of
f Nation
nal Secu
urity
International co
ollaboration on security matters will be essentiaal, particularrly as cyberccrime
tran
nscends natio
onal barrierss. There shou
uld be:



a secure and
d trustworth
hy internatio
onal data excchange systeem for trackking cyberthrreats
and cybercrimes
internationaal standardissation of secu
urity featurees

Enh
hancemen
nt Of Le
egislati
ion To Accommod
A
date
Tec
chnologi
ical Dev
velopmen
nts
An important arrea of work is the adapttation of exissting legislattion to proviide adequatee se‐
curitty and privaccy protection
ns given devvelopments in FI technolo
ogy. There should
s
be:





A technolog
gy aware legaal frameworrk
A legally acccepted mean
ns of offering
g end users a single point of trust and
d responsibility
Ways of sup
pporting law enforcemen
nt digitally
"Digital jailss": ways of teemporarily penalising dig
gital vandalss

Res
search And
A
Inve
estment In Secu
urity To
ools And
d
Tec
chnology
y
We believe thatt research in
n the following security technologiees, particularrly cryptograaphic
approaches, is very
v
important for FI:
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Better use and novel use of cryptographic algorithms throughout the software de‐
velopment lifecycle
Usable ID and trust management everywhere
Zero knowledge leakage paradigm
Bio‐inspired protection mechanisms
Real‐time and dynamic change detection
Strong cryptography and lightweight data mining that can be executed on na‐
noscale devices
Developing cryptography for use in the cloud

Consideration Of Novel, Radical Approaches
The following are germs of ideas that are subject to further development, and we will not
expand on the details in the current version of this document.








Automatic periodic security and trust re‐evaluation and certification
Disposable systems (think virtual!)
Loosely coupled systems
Code will be reused more and more
Intrusion tolerance for services, workflows, communities
Resilient, Trust‐enabling architectures, e;g trusted collection of security data
from heterogeneous networked devices (IoT)
Inter‐disciplinary groups work effectively together

List of Conttributing Ressearch Projeects
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The material prresented in this
t
report has
h been collected, rese
earched and summariseed by
u (HP Labs) of the EFFE
Nickk Wainwrigh
ht and Nick Papanikolao
P
ECTSPLUS project.
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The con‐
tentt was gatherred from workshop participants; the full list of reesearch projects that partici‐
pateed in these workshops
w
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ABC4TR
RUST ‐ httpss://abc4trust.eu/
ANIKET
TOS – http://w
www.aniketos.eu/
ASSERT
T4SOA – http
p://www.asssert4soa.eu/
BIC‐TRU
UST – http:///www.bic‐tru
ust.eu/
CASAGR
RAS2 ‐ www
w.iot‐casagraas.org/
COMIFIN ‐ www.com
mifin.eu/
DEMON
NS ‐ www.fp77‐demons.eu
u/
ECRYPT
T ‐ www.ecryypt.eu.org/
EFFECT
TSPLUS – ww
ww.effectsplus.eu
ELLIOT ‐ www.elliott‐project.eu//
ENDORSE – www.icct‐endorse.e
eu
GINI‐SA
A ‐ www.gini‐‐sa.eu/
MASSIF
F ‐ www.masssif‐project.eeu/
MOSIPS
S ‐ www.mossips.eu/
NESSOS
S ‐ www.nesssos‐project.eu/
PASSIVE – ict‐passivve.eu/
PICOS ‐ www.picos‐‐project.eu/
POSECC
CO ‐ www.po
osecco.eu/
PRIMEL
LIFE – primelife.ercim.eu
u/
SECURE
ECHANGE ‐ www.secure
w
echange.eu/
SEPIA – sepia‐project.eu/
SERSCIS
S ‐ www.sersscis.eu/
SESERV
V ‐ www.seseerv.org/
SYSSEC
C ‐ www.sysssec‐project.e
eu/
TAS3 – vds1628.sivit
v
t.org/tas3/
TCLOUD
DS ‐ https://w
www.tclouds‐project.eu
u/
TWISNE
ET ‐ www.tw
wisnet.eu/
UTRUST
TIT ‐ www.uttrustit.eu/
VIKING ‐ www.vikingproject.eu//
WEBINO
OS – webino
os.org/
WSAN4
4CIP ‐ www.w
wsan4cip.eu//

